
Roof boxes

Trivor, 
designing memories





The Hapro Trivor is the ultimate outdoor roof box. An adventurous travel 
companion for all who believe no mountain is too high, no valley too deep. 
The design is sporty, contemporary and offers optimal ease of use – under all 
circumstances. Ski holiday, bike tour, survival weekend? Lack of space will never 
again stand in your way. Those who enjoy outdoor activities can pack and unpack 
their gear effortlessly with this spacious and easy to operate roof box. The Trivor 
is your stylish, extra boot – on the roof. Are you ready to expand your life?

BECAUSE YOU 
THINK BIG.
Trivor, it’s time for adventure.
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The Trivor is Hapro’s next step in ergonomic design and ease of use. The innovative, centrally 
located automotive ‘car handles’ on both sides offer opening assist: the lid of the roof box 
is raised a few centimetres when it is unlatched. When the roof box is closed, the handle 
automatically retracts, and you hear a click when the roof box is securely latched. Keys? 
You don’t need them for opening and closing. Only when you really want to lock the Trivor 
to keep out uninvited guests. Loading and unloading your luggage has never been easier.

THERE’S A 
COMFORTING CLICK...

...and it comes from both sides.
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Material and colour: 

The strong and shock-resistant ABS/PMMA synthetic 

materials of the Hapro Trivor are highly UV-resistant.

The Hapro Trivor combines robust looks with loads of space. Clean 
lines give the roof box a sporty look, without compromising on 
the spacious capacity. Prepare yourself for furtive glances.

UNPARALLELED SAFETY. The Hapro Trivor offers more than just a 
handsome appearance. Safety always comes first. The Trivor has therefore 
been subjected to a series of tests under the most extreme conditions. 
City crash tests, stability tests, vibration, water and wind tunnel tests: 
nothing has been left to chance. Two metal profiles run along the entire 
length of the bottom, providing optimum rigidity and stability. The Hapro 
Trivor passed all the tests with flying colours and is TÜV certified. 

SPORTY 
APPEARANCE.
Sleek, yet more room than you might imagine.

Mounting: 

The unique patented 

Premium-Fit guarantees 

a quick, secure and easy 

mounting of the roof box.

Reinforcement base: 

The metal reinforcement 

rails over the entire length 

of the bottom provide 

strength and stability.
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Innovative locking system: 

When the roof box is closed, the handle automatically retracts, and you hear a click. This 

tells you with absolute certainty that the roof box is securely closed. Lid down. Click. Ready!

Keyless ease of use: 

The innovative locking system allows you to close the box safely and securely. 

Without the need for a key. You only use it if you really want to lock the roof box.

Ergonomic handle: 

Opening and closing the Trivor is effortless. The ergonomic handle ensures remarkably 

smooth operation. That way you always have one hand free when opening the roof box.

Opening assist: 

The handle activates a mechanism (opening assist) that lifts the lid a few 

centimetres. This makes opening the roof box a piece of cake.

Mounting: 

The unique patented 

Premium-Fit guarantees 

a quick, secure and easy 

mounting of the roof box.

Opening2: 

The Trivor can be opened on both sides. An extremely comfortable 

feature, allowing maximum ease of loading and mounting.

Available colours: 

The Trivor is available in two colours,

Brilliant Black and Supermatt Anthracite

Opening1: 

Loading and unloading the Trivor is simple due to the double 

function of the dynamic spring struts. It opens the lid and 

keeps it in its optimum position while loading. When closed they 

pull the lid to the base of the roof box for a perfect seal. 

•
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START
PACKING.

as if you have an extra car...



Sporty and sleek on the outside, yet spacious on the inside. The 
Hapro Trivor is a remarkably high roof box, yet it retains a slender 
appearance thanks to its cleverly crafted design. Depending on 
the model, you can store up to 640 litres of luggage with a maximum 
weight of 75 kilos. Put simply: you have an extra boot. It makes the 
Trivor ideal for outdoor holidays where you need a lot of equipment.
The recessed bottom produces less drag while ensuring 
a tight fit between car roof and roof box.

AN EXTRA BOOT – ON THE ROOF.
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The unique patented Premium-Fit is a complete, one-piece unit. No hassle with 
separate clamps or other accessories. The Premium-Fit allows a quick, easy 
and above all, a safe mounting of the roof box. Mounting and removing the roof 
box is done with a simple and smart turn of the rotating knob, which deploys 
special clamps around the roof rack. The reassuring ratchet noise tells you 
exactly when the roof box is securely fixed to the roof bars. Due to its limited 
height, the Premium-Fit system allows for even more space for your luggage.

IN A JIFFY.
The unique mounting of the Trivor.
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IN A JIFFY. SAFE AND SECURE.
Welding would be the lesser option…

The Trivor is attached to the roof racks with four Premium-Fits that can be shifted separately. 
Each one centers itself on the roof rack, which makes the Premium-Fit a perfect fit for any roof 
rack system with a maximum width of 95 mm. The clamps are covered with a synthetic material 
for extra grip and to protect the roof rack. Of course the Premium-Fit system has been thoroughly 
tested. The roof boxes are certified following the strict ISO 11154 and TÜV safety regulations. 
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SPECIFICATIONS.
All ins and outs.

The Trivor model is suitable for all standard roof rails. An adapter kit with 
T-lock profile is available for attachment to aluminium roof rails.
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A = min. 550 mm
 B = max. 950 mm

Distance between roof carriers in mm: Maximum dimensions roof carriers in mm:

AB

max. 95 mm

min.  18 mm
max. 38 mm

max. 95 mm

max. 95 mm

min.  18 mm
max. 28 mm

min.  18 mm
max. 38 mm
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Specifications 440 560 640

L x W x H outside 192 x 82 x 45 cm 216 x 90 x 46 cm 221 x 94 x 47 cm

L x W x H inside 184 x 77 x 44 cm 208 x 85 x 45 cm 213 x 89 x 46 cm

Contents 440 L 560 L 640 L

Emty weight  20 Kg 23,5 Kg 25 Kg

Max. allowed load 75 Kg 75 Kg 75 Kg

Opening left and right left and right left and right

Central locking system yes yes yes

Luggage straps 3 3 3

Mounting system Premium-Fit Premium-Fit Premium-Fit

Suitable for skis and accessoiries 6 pair ± 7 - 8 pair ± 9 - 10 pair

Material ABS/PMMA ABS/PMMA ABS/PMMA

Metal reinforcement rail bottom (2) yes yes yes

Warranty 5 year 5 year 5 year

Brilliant Black Supermatt Anthracite

Distance between roof carriers in mm: Maximum width roof bars mm:

Available colours:

SPECIFICATIONS.
All ins and outs.

Outside dimensions:
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5-YEAR 
WARRANTY.
A service you probably won’t need…

Hapro demands the absolute best when it comes to materials 
and production processes. Everything is thoroughly checked 
to meet the high production standards. Therefore Hapro can 
guarantee the optimum quality of its products. You can rely 
on full service, secured within the five-year warranty.
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5-YEAR 
WARRANTY.
A service you probably won’t need…
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www.hapro.com


